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CameraMan is a script program to create screenplays, shooting scripts for corporate video, news and TV

reports as well as pure shooting scripts for feature films. You can write scripts in the classical two-column

format (video and audio text and image description). For the layout of the shooting scripts are much more

fields available to plan the film exactly. You can specify, for example, for each shot, a location, time of day

and the planned length of the shot so you keep track of the entire duration of your movie. Other fields are

available for additional camera and audio accessoires and there is also a field for your ideas of the sound

creation. If you have already taken photos during a preview at the planned set, you can add them by Drag

& Drop. Individual shots can be deleted and inserted new before or after the current shot. As a shooting

script for the filming, you can print the entire script or just the shots for individual locations (scene

breakdown), just as you want to realize your movie. All scripts (virtually unlimited) are stored in a single

file. Thus, scripts can not be lost because a backup of the data can be easily created and only one file

needs to be copied to the backup media. The operation of the program is conform to the Windows and

Mac conventions, this covers the installation, the program call and its termination
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